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Abstract

Matrix solid-phase dispersion (MSPD) is a patented process, first reported in 1989, for conducting simultaneous disruption
and extraction of solid and semi-solid samples. MSPD permits complete fractionation of the sample matrix components as
well as the ability to selectively elute a single compound or several classes of compounds from the same sample. The method
has been applied to the isolation of drugs in food animal tissues but has also found wide application in the analysis of
herbicides, pesticides and pollutants from animal tissues, fruits, vegetables and other matrices. The present article provides a
review of MSPD applications in these and related fields and discusses the factors known to affect MSPD methods. Both the
practical and theoretical aspects of MSPD are also presented.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction column or disc device. A major complication to the
use of SPE is the presence of particulates. These

The use of solid-phase extraction (SPE) in an particulates can impede and block flow as they
analytical protocol requires that a sample first be in a occupy the spaces between the solid-phase support
homogeneous, liquid state prior to addition to a SPE materials or disc fibers. Thus, liquid samples that are

relatively non-viscous and free of particulate can
often be applied directly to SPE, although the analyst*Tel.: 11-225-3883-602; fax: 11-225-3883-086.

E-mail address: sbarker@mail.vetmed.lsu.edu (S.A. Barker) may seek to alter pH or ionic strength, or may
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choose to conduct a preliminary fractionation or However, many efforts to isolate the compound(s) of
modification of the sample by other techniques. interest require repeated extractions of the homogen-
Removal of particulate can usually be accomplished ized matrix, replacing the solvent with fresh each
by centrifugation or by filtration through a more time, remixing, centrifuging and pooling the superna-
coarse or open-pore size material. This is important tant fractions in the end, in order to obtain adequate
not only for the effect on flow-rate but also because recovery. This approach can require the use of large
of the potential to alter results. Variability in the volumes of solvent and the subsequent need to
particulate content for a number of samples within a evaporate and dispose of the solvent so employed. In
batch to be extracted by SPE can lead to variability many cases, the sample and solvent combination lead
in recoveries, with the particulate actually acting as a to the formation of emulsions, which further compli-
discontinuous phase at the head of the column. Thus, cates the efficiency of extraction and adds greatly to
the rendering of viscous or particulate-containing the time required for the analyst to complete the
samples as suitable for SPE may require a number of protocol.
procedural steps. The situation becomes even more Another approach involves the use of abrasives,
complicated when we wish to separate components such as sand, blended with the sample by means of a
of a solid sample by SPE. mortar and pestle or by a related mechanical device.

The shearing forces generated by the blending
process disrupt the sample architecture and provide a

2. Preparation of solid samples for solid-phase more finely divided material for extraction. The
extraction material can either be mixed directly with solvents or

packed into a column to perform a more classical
Solid samples, such as animal tissues, vegetables chromatographic elution. Some procedures use abra-

and fruits, may be prepared for SPE by a stepwise sives that also possess the properties of a drying
process that begins with disruption of the gross agent, such as sodium sulfate or silica, producing a
architecture of the sample. The process of sample material that is finely divided but also quite dry for
disruption is intended to divide the sample into subsequent extraction as described. Such sample
smaller and smaller pieces, providing an overall preparation also permits extraction by continuous
greater surface area that may subsequently be ex- solvent reflux techniques (Sohxlet devices). Blending
posed to extraction. This may involve mincing or samples with a drying agent is also commonly used
dicing of the sample, followed by homogenization in today in supercritical fluid extraction (SFE) proto-
the presence of water or organic solvents of various cols, wherein the presence of water otherwise com-
compositions. Similarly, samples may be frozen in promises the extraction results.
liquid nitrogen or by exposure to dry-ice or they may
be freeze–dried to produce a material that can be
mechanically pulverized. These processes produce a
finely divided powder that may then be extracted as 3. The development of matrix solid-phase
described above. dispersion

In order to obtain complete sample disruption,
particularly rupture of cellular membranes in bio- In 1989 [1], a new process for the disruption and
logical samples, one may add detergents such as extraction of solid samples was introduced. This
sodium dodecyl sulfate or triton to the process. process, matrix solid-phase dispersion (MSPD),
These detergents assist in dissolving the lipohilic combines aspects of several techniques for sample
components but also greatly complete sample ex- disruption while also generating a material that
traction and clean-up. possesses unique chromatographic character for the

The procedures offered for disruption and ex- extraction of compounds from a given sample (see
traction ideally isolate the target analytes with high Refs. [2–9] for reviews). MSPD involves blending a
efficiency and a degree of chemical specificity. viscous, solid or semi-solid sample with a solid
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support, such as silica, that has been derivatized to layer of material that has become dispersed over the
produce a bound organic phase, such as octa- surface.
decylsilyl (C ), on its surface. These materials are,18

of course, the same materials used as packing for
SPE columns. For MSPD they are simply being used 4. Performing a matrix solid-phase dispersion
in a different manner than originally intended. In this extraction
manner, the solid support serves the same purpose as
the use of sand as an abrasive: the shearing forces of Thus, a highly viscous, semi-solid or solid sample
blending with a mortar and pestle or other me- can be placed in a mortar containing a bonded-phase
chanical device disrupt the gross architecture of the solid support material and mechanically blended to
sample, breaking the material into smaller pieces. perform a complete disruption and dispersal of the
However, the presence of the bound organic phase sample. This resulting MSPD blend is sufficiently
provides a further dimension to the process: sample dry, in part due to the absorption of water into the
components dissolve and disperse into the bound pores of the silica, to transfer and pack into a column
organic phase on the surface of the particle, leading for more classical application of SPE to the isolation
to the complete disruption of the sample and its of sample components. The processes of blending
dispersion over the surface. Sample components and preparing a column for MSPD extraction have
distribute over the surface based on their relative proven to be quite generic, with the same general
polarities: non-polar components disperse into the approach proving to be applicable to a wide range of
non-polar organic phase based on their distribution matrices and analytes (Table 1) [10–89]. This pro-
coefficients with the phase and the dynamic changes cess is diagrammatically displayed in Fig. 2.
that occur as this process proceeds; smaller, highly MSPD has been most frequently applied to the
polar molecules (water) are envisioned to associate isolation of drugs, herbicides, pesticides and other
with silanols on the surface of the silica particle and pollutants from animal tissues, fruits and vegetables.
inside the pores of the silica solid support as well as These applications of the method usually employ a
with matrix components capable of hydrogen bond- relatively small sample (approximately 0.5 g)
ing; larger, less polar molecules distributing across blended in a mortar and pestle using 2.0 g of a
the surface of the now-biphasic, bonded-phase /dis- bonded-phase solid support (a four-to-one ratio of
persed-sample-lipid structure. support to sample), usually a C or C material. The8 18

The degree to which sample disruption and disper- mortar and pestle used should be glass or agate, as
sion is accomplished by MSPD is perhaps best porcelain and other porous materials have been
demonstrated in the accompanying scanning-electron shown to lead to analyte and sample loss. The
micrographs (SEMs; Fig. 1a–d). Fig. 1a illustrates blending process does not require vigorous effort to
the physical characteristics of the bonded-phase solid accomplish but is dependent on the degree of
support particles. The sharp edges and rough surface connective tissue or other more rigid biopolymer
serve to provide shearing during mechanical blend- content of the sample. It has been noted for some
ing of a sample. Fig. 1b is a SEM of underivatized animal tissues that simply covering the sample with
silica particles after blending with liver tissue. Dis- solid support material and waiting for an hour leads
ruption of the sample architecture is accomplished, to dissolution of the sample into the bonded phase.
as noted by the clumps of cells distributed about the This is not highly recommended, however, as con-
landscape. However, the component cells are not cerns over sample /analyte stability become an issue.
themselves disrupted, as is the case shown in Fig. 1c Different analysts may apply differing amounts of
and d where C -derivatized materials were used. pressure or attain different degrees of dispersion of18

Fig. 1c illustrates the complete sample disruption and the sample. This may be reflected in different levels
dispersion of the sample matrix. This is further of recovery in analyst-to-analyst comparisons during
supported by Fig. 1d where two particles are seen to method validation studies. However, excellent agree-
have broken away from one another, revealing the ment is still usually attained in the final result, with
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Fig. 1. (a) Shows a scanning electron micrograph (SEM: 20 micron resolution) of C -derivatized silica particles. (b) Is a SEM (20 micron18

resolution) of underivatized silica particles after blending with bovine liver tissue. Note the clumps of tissue and fragmented silica. (c) Shows
the same process using C -derivatized materials. The sample is completely disrupted and evenly dispersed over the material (20 micron18

resolution). (d) Shows a closer view of the material (2 micron resolution) illustrating the layer of sample that is formed using the
C -derivatized material.18
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Fig. 1. (continued).
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Table 1
Applications of MSPD to the analysis of residues

Analyte(s) Matrix Ref. Analyte(s) Matrix Ref.

Alkylphenol ethoxylates Tissues [10] Penicillin Porcine tissues [48]
Fish [11] Pesticides Beef fat [49]
Fish [12] Catfish muscle [50]

Aminoglycosides Bovine kidney [13] Crayfish [51]
Antibacterials Foods, review [14] Fish [52]
Benzimidazoles Animal tissues [15] Fruit, vegetables [53]

Bovine liver [16] Milk [54]
Swine muscle [17] Oranges [55]
Bovine milk [18] Oysters [56]
Calve tissues [19] Vegetables [57]
Bovine milk [20] Fish [58]

b-Agonists Bovine liver [21] Plant materials [59]
Bovine liver [22] Fruits and vegetables [60]

b-Carotene Medical foods [23] Citrus fruits [61]
Carbofuran Corn [24] Human serum [62]
Chloramphenicol Milk [25] Citrus fruits [63]
Chlorsulfuron Milk [26] Foods and soils [64]
Chlorsulon Milk [27] Pollutants Aquatic species [65]

Milk [28] Pyrethroidss Vegetables [66]
Clenbuterol Bovine liver [29] Sulfa drugs Chicken tissues [67]

Liver [30] Sulfadimethoxine Catfish [68]
Coal-tar dyes Confectioneries [31] Catfish [69]
Drug residues Animal tissues [1] Catfish muscle [70]

Animal tissues [2] Catfish, plasma [71]
Animal tissues [7] Sulfamethazine Animal tissues [72]
Animal tissues [6] Swine tissues [73]
Foods [3] Swine tissues [74]
Milk [32] Sulfonamides Animal tissues [75]
Animal tissues [33] Infant formula [76]

Drugs, pollutants Aquatic species [34] Meat, milk [77]
Furazolidone Chicken muscle [35] Milk [78]

Milk [36] Salmon muscle [79]
Swine muscle [37] Salmon muscle [80]

Ivermectin Fish muscle [38] Swine muscle [81]
Milk [39] Tissues, milk, eggs [82]
Liver [40] Bovine, swine tissues [83]

Moxidectin Bovine tissues [41] Tetracyclines Foods [84]
Nicarbazin Animal tissues [42] Milk [85]
Oxamyl, methomyl [43] Milk, meat, cheese [86]
Oxolinic acid Catfish [44] Vitamins Medical foods [87]
Oxytetracycline Catfish muscle [45] Infant formula [88]
PCBs Fish [46] Infant formula [89]
PCBs, pesticides Fish [47]

good overall accuracy and precision and low vari- previously processed through a blender or some
ability [1–9]. other homogenizing step may similarly be prepared.

Milk and more viscous samples, such as blood, Once the MSPD blending process is complete, the
can be blended by placing the sample in a test tube material is transferred to a column constructed from
or a syringe barrel that will subsequently serve as a a syringe barrel, or some other appropriate device,
column and mixing the sample and solid support containing a frit that retains the entire sample. The
with a spatula or related device. Solid samples sample is then compressed to form a column packing
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by using a modified syringe plunger. A second frit Evidence from some studies indicates that most
may be placed on top of the material before com- target analytes are eluted in the first 4 ml
pression. The principles of performing good chroma- [1,2,4,5,90–92].
tography always apply: one should avoid channels in Since the entire sample is present in the column it
the column and not over-compress or compact the is also possible to perform multiple or, particularly,
material. sequential elutions of the sample [1]. This property

Addition of eluting solvent to the column may be permits isolation of a single compound, a class of
preceded by use of some or all of the solvent to compounds or even several classes of compounds
backwash the mortar and pestle. Most applications from a single MSPD sample. Data have been pre-
have utilized 8 ml of solvent to perform an elution. sented that show that one can actually fractionate the

Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the MSPD process.
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Fig. 2. (continued).

contents of the entire sample, including macro- For these purposes, MSPD columns prepared with
molecular components of the sample matrix itself. C supports have been most frequently eluted with a18

This property has proven useful in isolating and sequence of solvents beginning with the least polar
identifying endogenous components [90–92]. (hexane) and increasing the polarity (ethyl acetate,
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acetonitrile, methanol) up to water. This may be phase that may affect recoveries and results. Indeed,
followed by acid, base or salt to alter the ionic state this phenomenon is also observed in performing
of the column components. Typical elutions for high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
single compounds have reflected the desire to per- and gas chromatography (GC) when repeated in-
form a degree of selective fractionation, using sol- jections lead to the accumulation of an immobile or
vents of moderate polarity or solvents modified by non-volatile, discontinuous phase, respectively, at the
the addition of acid, base, salts or varying per- head of a column. The accumulation of these materi-
centages of other solvents. als is often indicated by the presence of peak tailing,

Most MSPD elutions have been conducted by peak splitting, shoulders and, on some occasions, the
gravity flow. In some instances it is stated that flow complete loss of certain sample components to the
was initiated by the application of pressure to the analysis. MSPD, in essence, takes advantage of this
head of the column or by placing the columns on a phenomenon, dispersing the entire sample through-
vacuum box and briefly applying suction. Similarly, out the entire column, creating a unique chromato-
other methods have employed the use of vacuum graphic phase.
boxes to control the flow of the various elution The dynamic interactions that are developed are
solvents. not completely understood. However, we can address

Many MSPD procedures also employ the use of the factors that have been shown to effect per-
co-columns to obtain a further degree of fractiona- formance. For the most part, these are the same
tion and sample clean-up. The co-column material factors that are recognized as influencing the per-
(Florisil or silica, for example) may be packed into formance of an SPE procedure.
the bottom of the same column as the MSPD
material or may be used as an external column 5.1. The nature of the solid support
stacked so as to collect and further fractionate the
sample as it elutes from the MSPD column [2–9]. All reports to date concerning the use of MSPD

have employed silica-based solid supports. While
polymeric supports derivatized with an organic phase

5. Factors affecting matrix solid-phase would be expected to work as well, there is currently
dispersion analyses insufficient data to make that claim. One positive

aspect of the use of silica-based supports may be the
MSPD is, as with SPE, a form of chromatography presence of underivatized silanols on the surface and

and the general principles of the science apply. in the pores of the support material. These silanols
However, MSPD is different from SPE and posses- may serve an important role in providing a drier
ses characteristics that are somewhat more complex sample than would otherwise be obtained if a
than standard chromatographic procedures. MSPD is, material lacking functional groups capable of hydro-
as opposed to all other forms of chromatography, gen bonding small molecules were to be used. This
designed to expeditiously disrupt and disperse the can be an important factor in MSPD since the entire
components of solid samples into a bound organic sample is added to the column: if the sample is too
phase on a solid support that can subsequently be wet, packing and eluting the sample may prove
used as a column packing material from which difficult. Indeed, non-end-capped materials have
sample components may be eluted. In this manner, been found to be quite suitable in several MSPD
the sample becomes dispersed throughout the column applications [2,4–9].
and is part of the overall chromatographic character Pore size in the solid support has also been
of the system: interactions involve the stationary examined [4]. It was reported that there was no
phase, the solid support, the mobile or eluting phase discernible difference in MSPD performance be-
and all of the sample matrix components as well. tween several different pore-size materials.
This type of interaction is observed in some SPE Particle size is relatively important, however. The
methods wherein sample components accumulate on use of particles of 3–20 mm diameter lead to low or
the head of a column and act as a discontinuous non-existent flow-rates. Most MSPD applications
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have used a 40 mm diameter particle. It has also been What is observed in MSPD applications is the
reported that a mixed particle size material, ranging fractionation of the entire sample, as demonstrated
from 40 to 100 mm, also works quite well for MSPD by mass-balance experiments. Thus, certain matrix
and is less expensive in bulk [2–9]. components are eluted as compound-classes in cer-

tain fractions, depending on the eluting solvent and
5.2. The nature of the bonded phase the dynamic interactions between dispersed matrix

and solid-phase components. In this manner, certain
Most applications of MSPD have utilized a re- target analytes tend to be eluted in fractions that are

versed-phase material, particularly C and C . not readily predictable by their relative distributions18 8

There are some reports of the use of cyanopropyl into a solid-phase or the applied eluting solvent. This
(CNPr) and related normal-phase materials. The is explained by the fact that certain chemical classes
latter cases have employed more polar phases in an of analytes are consistently co-eluted with the matrix
effort to isolate more polar analytes, whereas the components in a given fraction. In many cases,
applications using reversed-phase materials have however, the relative polarities of the analytes and
been to isolate more lipophilic entities. co-elutants are quite different and these potential

There is little doubt that the presence and nature of interferences can often be removed by the use of a
the bonded phase plays a significant role in MSPD. standard SPE technique or by simple solvent suspen-
A lipophilic bonded-phase is believed to be essential sion.
to the properties of both sample disruption and Thus, the matrix interactions with the solid-phase
dispersion. This lipophilic phase is also believed to and the mobile phase also have a pronounced effect
lead to the formation of a new phase that resembles a on the elution order of compounds from an MSPD
cell membrane bilayer assembly, giving the MSPD column [1–9].
material its unique chromatographic characteristics.

Similarly, end-capping has been examined and
5.4. Matrix modification

found not to be of significant influence on the results
for a given analyte. Likewise, the percent carbon

As with liquid samples to be applied to SPE
load did not appear to have an appreciable effect on

columns, it is sometimes necessary to alter the
the analytical outcome [2–9].

ionization state of the sample components to assure
Two items that have been noted to be essential to

that certain interactions occur between the solid
SPE are also essential in MSPD: the solid support

support bonded-phase and/or the eluting solvent in
materials should be pre-washed to remove potential

MSPD. This may be accomplished by adding acids,
interferences and the solid support should be pre-

bases, salts, chelating or de-chelating agents, anti-
conditioned with a solvent, ‘‘fluffing-up’’ the phase,

oxidants, etc., at the time of sample blending and/or
prior to blending with a sample.

as an additive to the eluting solvent.

5.3. The nature of the sample matrix
5.5. The nature of the eluting solvent and the

Since the sample matrix actually becomes part of sequence of addition
the chromatographic phase, it is anticipated that the
results and recovery would change for a given As with SPE, the relative polarity of the eluting
analyte in going from one matrix to another, say fish solvent to that of the solid support bonded-phase
tissue to tomatoes. This may well be the case but play a significant role in determining what remains
little data exist upon which to state this as fact. on the column and what is eluted. In MSPD, we
Nonetheless, the theoretical aspects of lipid content, must also consider retention and elution of the
total protein, etc., and their distribution are reflected second phase of sample matrix components. As
in how an MSPD elution performs. noted above, many target analytes are observed to

While the bonded-phase on the solid support is elute with matrix components under polarity con-
immobile, the dispersed matrix components are not. ditions that are not readily predictable. Nonetheless,
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the sequence and design of an elution profile should Development of techniques such as MSPD that
strive to retain as much of the sample on the column use smaller sample size, that minimize solvent use
as possible while removing the target analyte(s) with and that are amenable to automation is a positive
a high degree of specificity. This cannot always be direction for analytical science. The interfacing of
accomplished and the use of co-columns or other such sample preparation and fractionation techniques
clean-up techniques must be applied. For some to immunoassay-based technologies, to micro-de-
applications, however, the eluate may be sufficiently vices and enhanced analytical instruments with great-
clean to take directly to final analysis. A few reports er specificity and sensitivity will, in all of its
have illustrated the use of the eluate in an immuno- scientific complexity, greatly simplify and speed the
assay, with organic solvent being removed and task of obtaining essential data.
replaced with assay buffer.
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